Ryobi tractor

This mower is designed to replace the typical inch lawn tractor. In other words, when you buy a
lawn tractor you pay an amount for the tractor and then over its lifetime you have to pay for gas,
oil, filters, tune-ups, belts, mower blades, etc. With the Ryobi RME you pay for everything
except the mower blades up front for at least years. Mowers I used for this comparison. Some
are much more expensive and there are cheaper gas-powered lawn tractors available but these
are the most popular models sold on my site last year. Disclaimer: These are my own
calculations based on average costs I am aware of from my own experience. If you have a repair
shop do all the preventative maintenance the costs are about the same. You may adjust these
numbers for your own particular lawn. Typical Lawn. We usually spend 40 hours per year
mowing and running around it with our lawn tractor. If your fuel prices are higher you will see
even more savings with the Ryobi RME. Fuel Storage Can. To be realistic you really need a new
sealed fuel can that works well. Yearly Tune-up. We take it somewhere. Yes, the are a few
tightwads, myself included, who will do all the work ourselves butâ€¦.. Deck Belt if it breaks.
Most belts only last years. Engine to Transmission Drive Belt. Depending on the slope of your
yard, most belts last 2 to 5 years. Yearly costs for Gas Powered Lawn Tractor. If you do your
own maintenance the yearly cost is. About 20 cents per charge. Battery Life. The big question is
how long should these batteries last? Unfortunately, it is one of the hardest to answer. Well,
deep cycle battery packs require some basic maintenance which includes maintaining the
correct electrolyte water levels while ensuring the battery pack is fully charged and never left in
a discharged state plugging it in after each use. Typically, a set of golf cart batteries that are
used times a week will last years. Keep in mind the golf cart batteries are a lot heavier and a lot
more expensive than the batteries in the Ryobi RME. The correct answer for the Ryobi RM40E is
a little different. The batteries used are lead acid deep cycle but they are sealed batteries that
are commonly used in powered wheelchairs. Because they are sealed expect to get years in a
wheelchair when properly maintained. You keep the batteries properly maintained â€” that
means leaving the charger plugged in all the time when you are not using the RME. All things
considered, I am going to guess you will get at least 3 years and normally 5 years out of the
battery set. Cost of Batteries. Home Depot will have replacement batteries available for this
mower but they have not listed the cost yet. You need four. Using the same criteria as the
gas-powered mower having a dealer pick up the Ryobi RME and changing the blade. Trip charge
plus one hour labor. The cost of the lawn tractor does not include the maintenance costs. Fuel
and repairs are paid for when they are needed. The cost of the Ryobi RME includes the battery
cost for the first years. Have I helped you? If would you like to buy from your local dealer or
store but still want to support TodaysMower just click on this link and buy anything you need.
Buy at Amazon. About Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow blowers, riding
mowers, and other lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. Paul does most of his writing
out in his workshop where he feeds the wildlife and birds in the yard. He spends as much time
with his granddaughter as he can. This is how I make money to keep this website up and
running. Read more here: How to Support TodaysMower. Subscribe to our mailing list and get
interesting stuff and updates to your email inbox. Ryobi RME. Ryobi RMe 38 in. What is the
actual cost of ownership per year for a typical inch lawn tractor. Performing your own
maintenance. Using your local dealer repair shop not figuring in the deck and drive belts.
Performing your own maintenance, maintaining your batteries correctly, replacing batteries
yourself every 7 years. Performing your own maintenance including replacing batteries every 5
years. Using your local dealer repair shop to replace blades every year and replacing the
batteries every 5 years. Pick-up and Delivery. So what is the actual cost of ownership per year
for the Ryobi RME? Replacing the batteries every 3 years. I would feel quite comfortable buying
the Ryobi RME for my one-acre yard. Please Share and Tell Your Friends. Like this: Like
Loading Prev Article. Next Article. The Toro PowerPlex platform! About The Author Paul About
Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow blowers, riding mowers, and other
lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. Get more stuff like this from TodaysMower. Sorry,
your blog cannot share posts by email. This is a consumable item and therefore is not covered
by a warranty. It is warranted against defective parts and labor only and not from misuse or
deterioration of the product through normal wear and tear. To order by phone, contact us at You
are using an outdated browser. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience and
security. This powerful 42 in. Sized perfectly for residential sidewalks, walkways and driveways,
the steel snow blade comes with three angle adjustments and a mounting kit for a quick
one-time install. The spring blade trip mechanism protects the blade and mower from hidden
obstacles, while the adjustable wear bar increases lifespan and durability. For operator
convenience, the blade can be raised or lowered right from the seat of your rider. A tool as
versatile as it is effective, the Plow Blade Attachment can also be used to move dirt, sand, and
gravel, or grade roads in warmer weather. No warranty This is a consumable item and therefore

is not covered by a warranty. Learn More. Go To Parts Store. Related Products. This article
discusses the best electric riding lawnmowers and electric zero-turn mowers for It will be
updated as new electric mowers are introduced. If you are one of the ever-growing numbers of
EV owners who commute to work in your efficient electric car all week, only to hop on your
gas-guzzling lawnmower to mow your lawn it may make sense to consider going electric for
mowing your lawn. In addition to being better for the environment, electric riding mowers,
electric lawn tractors, and electric zero-turn mowers have a number of other benefits. Noise:
All-electric riding mowers are much quieter than your gas-powered lawn tractor but they still
make noise when the blades are engaged. The noise is still loud enough that you may want to
wear hearing protection. My wife loves to work outside on her landscaping. She is constantly
moving from one landscape bed to another trimming that branch, pinching off that flower or
changing a plant that has flowered for another yet to bloom. An electric rider is perfect for her.
No noise, no choking the engine and waiting for it to warm up. She just turns the key and goes
from bed to bed. Lawn Mower Manufacturers are currently using two types of batteries in
electric riding mowers. Lithium-Ion is the way to go because they last longer, are lighter, and
are better for the environment but they do cost more upfront. Because of that some
manufacturers still offer lead-acid batteries in a few of the residential models for cost-conscious
buyers. Lithium-ion batteries are the same battery as in your phone â€” just bigger. Lithium-Ion
Batteries last longer, maintain the same power throughout their discharge cycle, and can be
discharged repeatedly without damage. Lithium-Ion batteries can be stored in freezing temps.
They do not need to be charged periodically during storage although a few brands are
recommending charging them every six months in storage. Using the supplied factory charger a
56 Volt, 60 AH battery will charge in 4 hours. In addition, you can partially charge the battery
and not damage it. Lead Acid AGM batteries are similar to the starting battery in your new car.
AGM batteries need to be stored in temperatures between freezing and 80 degrees Fahrenheit
and periodically charged when stored for more than a month. They are much larger and heavier
than Lithium-Ion batteries. Using the supplied factory charger a 48 Volt, AH lead-acid battery set
will charge in hours. You should always leave the battery on the charger the full time to equalize
the charge in all the batteries usually four. When used in a residential riding mower an AGM
battery set should last cycles or years. Please note! This post contains affiliate links and I will
be compensated if you make a purchase after clicking on my links. But, p lease feel free to visit
your local authorized dealer and purchase locally. This is a proven rear engine riding mower
and the gas version CC30H has been around for many years. I only wish it was heavier on the
drive wheels because I have some slight inclines to climb. Owner Review. This is a proven lawn
tractor with a great cutting deck converted to electric. Same workmanship and cut quality as the
highly-rated Cub Cadet LT42 lawn tractor. For the homeowner who wants the best cut first, the
best ZTR second, and is excited it comes in a battery version. It is straightforward and simple to
use. This mower also comes with the best dealer service network and support of the three
mowers in this article. I have an extensive article comparing this mower to the EGO and Ryobi
zero-turn mowers. It looks cool and sports all kinds of hi-tech gadgetry like degree lighting,
multiple mowing modes, and a control panel right out of the Space X rocket. When I was
growing up my grandmother had a Cub Cadet 60 Rider. I loved that little mower. It was quick
and a lot more maneuverable than the John Deere my father had. It was fun! Weibang makes a
great little mower for people who have just a little more lawn than they can walk. Service and
parts availability are very poor. Parts are not available online. Any service requires you to ship
your mower off to some unknown location. Owners with problems are very frustrated with both
Lowes and Craftsman. Plain and simple â€” You want a mower that works when you want to use
it â€” if it breaks you want to get parts immediately or get it repaired quickly. This mower
features a commercial fabricated deck, heavy-duty frame, and smooth controls. Greenworks
Commercial also offers a full line of commercial electric ZTR, Stand-ons, and walk-behinds. If
you are not familiar with Greenworks it is a global company headquartered in Changzhou, China
and has offices in South Carolina, and Sweden. The EVZT zero-turn is the first commercially
capable battery-powered ZTR developed by a tried and true outdoor power equipment
manufacturer. Gravely has had this mower out on lawns now for a year and the owners just rave
about how well it cuts and how easy it is to maintain. If you are a commercial mower and need a
dependable unit this may be the best choice for you right now. This mower will mow up to 15
acres 5 hours on one charge of the 4 kWh batteries. They feature interchangeable high-capacity
battery packs that can quickly be exchanged to power their mowers all day long. Like the Tesla
autos, there is no maintenance on these mowers other than occasional inspections for safety
and a few grease fittings. No seasonal maintenance like oil, spark plugs, oil filters, air filters,
hydraulic fluid, etc to purchase and store. Best of all, there is NO gas to purchase and haul
around in your trunk! No storage cans of stale fuel sitting around your garage! Commercial

owners are seeing savings of hundreds of dollars per month on parts and fuel alone, not to
mention the high labor costs to accomplish the maintenance. The additional cost of the
batteries quickly is offset by maintenance and operating savings over gas-powered equipment.
The mowers themselves are true commercial grade mowers and cost about the same as an
equivalent commercial gas-powered zero-turn. The battery packs and chargers are additional.
The Ryobi Electric Rider and Electric Zero-turn are the most popular residential electric mowers
available because they can be easily purchased through The Home Depot and they are gaining a
great reputation for cut quality, ease of use, and dependability. No emissions, no starting
issues, no fuel or other maintenance besides changing the mowing blades once in a while. This
mower can cut up to 2. The durable 42 in. The Position Manual Deck Adjustment provides a
clean-cut to your lawn every time. The advanced control panel activates the blades, slow speed
function, LED headlights and displays the battery level and run-time. The rear access charging
port makes charging your rider easy when the job is done. The Ryobi RME has been on the
market for two years and features a proven battery and propulsion system that will give you
years of use. No gas, no oil changes, no real maintenance besides blades and cleaning for
years. This mower uses standard deep discharge batteries for long mowing time and long
battery life. If you have a smaller property to mow, and would like to be rid of noise, fumes and
maintenance headaches of a gas-fueled riding mower, the cordless electric Ryobi RMex
deserves serious consideration. It can run up to 2. With the RME, you get all the benefits of
owning a fully electric riding lawn mower without sacrificing power, performance or features.
Battery Electric Riding Lawn Mower. About Paul Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about
snow blowers, riding mowers, and other lawn and garden equipment for over 10 years. Paul
does most of his writing out in his workshop where he feeds the wildlife and birds in the yard.
He spends as much time with his granddaughter as he can. This is how I make money to keep
this website up and running. Read more here: How to Support TodaysMower. This is probably a
dumb question, but here goes: Are there any plug-in electric riding mowers? Batteries seem to
be most of the cost and I have lots of electric outlets in my yard. Just a quick word about the
Mean Green zero-turn mowers. I just started an all-electric lawn service this season and I have
been doing some research on the electric zero turns ZTR available. Of course the selling point
on the electric models is the low cost to maintain so the idea is that within 3 years of
commercial operation you would save enough money to recomp the extra money you paid
up-front. Hi Jeffery, Did you check out the Gravely. Greenworks is an electronics company that
has started making mowers. If you live in Europe please go to cubcadet. The website will
recognize your location. Then go to the dealer locator and it will list dealers near you. They will
be able to tell you if the mower is available there. Hi Paul, I am researching electric sitting
mowers. Are you familiar with Mean Green Mowers or Kubota? Hi Erin, Kubota has a prototype
but no models for sale. Mean Green is a commercial mower and any reviews you find will be
through professional landscaping magazines or youtube. Mean Green mowers are the best on
the market right now. I suggest contacting Mean Green and Gravely companies directly. I looked
for help and found a seat suspension device. There is not one made for Ryobi but with the help
of several hose clamps I installed it â€” â€” this made a huge difference. The installed blades
are very thin and weak; hitting anything larger than a pine cone may bend them so I am
adapting conventional blades to fit. I really like the idea of electric but new things usually come
with problems. Hi Larry, Yes, For some reason Ryobi chose to go with a lightweight design. The
only residential electric on the market right now that is the same quality as the gas-versions is
the Greenworks. I have a one acre lot with some grade; walk out basement. Could provide
picture. My wife is really interested in the XT1 LT42e. Will this work OK with one acre and
mowing on a rolling landscape? Hi Tom, Yes, It is an excellent choice! I am looking at the ZTRs
for a residental area of 3 acres. I would agree that the LI would be better given the LA
downsides. However they dont seem viable yet because the batteries wont last nearly long
enough. Maybe EGO will enter the market with some better alternatives.. I bought mine 4. I like
the mower, but too expensive to own. I am looking for a ground engaging garden tractor. Can
any of the electric mowers support ground engaging attachments. Husqvarna GT. Cub Cadet
GT. I am an older woman who would like to do my own Mowing and the electric riding mower
seems the best option. So what kind of maintenance is required for the cadet and how would
one proceed to get that accomplished without a truck or the ability to relocate the mower? Also
is there an electric option that allows the blades to be released and removed for use as a garden
tractor? Hi Carol, Both the Cub Cadet tractor and the riding mower have an electric switch to
turn the deck blades on and off. You normally leave the deck attached for yard work â€” just
raise the deck up and hook up your trailer to the rear hitch. The only maintenance needed is to
change the mower blades when needed. When you want the blades changed just call the Cub
Cadet dealer where you purchased it from and they will come get the mower, make any repairs

and return it for a fee. Some dealers will come right to your home and change the blades there. I
highly recommend that you purchase the mower through one of the links below. Cub Cadet will
have a dealer near you set up the mower, deliver it, and show you how to use it. If you have any
problems just call that dealer and they will take care of it. Question, since the Ryobi uses
motors as a spindle do you have to replace The Who thing if the spindle were to be bent or
damaged? This would be similar to the blade holder on a gas push mower. It would not be like
the mandrel on a riding mower deck where the blade connect directly to the spindle. I go
straight up, across the top and then straight down, occasionally using the brake. I have been
using a John Deere tractor for years and am amazed that this mower seems to handle
everything that one does. It also mulches very well. How well would the electric Cub Cadet
tractor do at pulling implements or going uphill? The equivalent gas tractors have the
entry-level hydrostatic transmissions which I understand are subject to early failure if too much
is asked of them. I assume there is no transmission, that the motor connects straight through to
the differential. Technically there is still a transmission in it. Thank you Paul. I saw your
comments on the Husqvarna lawn tractor that looks like a garden tractor with the big wheels
where you discussed the differences in axle size etc between lawn and garden tractors. So I
gather the CC frame and axle are lawn tractor spec, but without the weak link of a low-end hydro
transmission one might be able to push that tractor a bit harder. Expected durability, cut quality,
etc? Hi Scott, Sorry for the confusion. In gas form, it has been rated as a really good mower
over the years. It is fairly hard to get. The Ryobi, on the other hand, is lightweight and newly
designed from the ground up as an electric mower. It also cuts well and I recommend it to
people who mow about one acre weekly. Just use the links in the article to buy it from Home
Depot. Yes, I expect Cub Cadet to come out with a new zero-turn that uses lithium batteries â€”
if the demand is there. Awesome, very helpful! I talked to a local-ish Cub Cadet independent
dealer yesterday and they said they could order it for me with a week delivery timeline. Hi Scott,
Yes the Cub Cadet would be the best choice for slopes. It goes over every component in the
mower and has an exhaustive troubleshooting section. Animals and reptiles burrow into the
edge and it is very easy to find one of those burrows large enough to tip the mower over into
the pond. Use a push mower or string trimmer to mow that edge. My Craftsman Turn Tight
Tractor just might get retired for it. Thanks again! I placed an order 1. Refunded my money. All
depends on how fast I want to mow and how scared I am to mow the slope towards the pond,
basically. Wondering about the turning radius compared to my previous Craftsman Turn Tight.
Hi Scott, Stay safe, please. NEVER use a riding mower closer than mower widths from the water.
Critters burrowing into the banks and water-logged soil will cause you to tip into the pond. They
lose traction, especially when turning and will slide down the hill. How do these handle hills and
off-camber driving? They do have external disk brakes on the transmission so you can use the
foot brake to control it going downhill. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Subscribe to
our mailing list and get interesting stuff and updates to your email inbox. Electric Mowers. Less
yearly maintenance costs. You can forget about changing the oil, oil filter, spark plugs, belts,
and air filters. Less expensive to operate. An electric riding mower will use about 75 cents in
electricity. Less expensive to own. An electric riding mower powered by Lithium-Ion batteries
and brushless motors will pay for itself and actually save you money over the life of the mower
compared to a gas-powered one. A lead-acid powered electric rider will pretty much break even
because you have to replace the batteries every few years. But you still get all the benefits of a
quieter mower and reduced yearly maintenance. Quieter to operate: You can mow without the
deafening roar of a lawn tractor engine. Very Compact and does not take up a lot of room in
your garage. Please Share and Tell Your Friends. Like this: Like Loading Prev Article. Next
Article. I just got an email from Home Depot this morning. About The Author Paul About Paul
Sikkema Paul Sikkema has been writing about snow blowers, riding mowers, and other lawn
and garden equipment for over 10 years. Batteries seem to be most of the cost and I have lots of
electric outlets in my yard Loading Jeffrey Raulerson. Larry Crain. Tom Brandau. Brandon S. Hi
Brandon, No, the Cub Cadet tractor is a lightweight lawn tractor. Some dealers will come right to
your home and change the blades there I highly recommend that you purchase the mower
through one of the links below. Right now through May 3rd Cub Cadet has free delivery on
these mowers. Thanks for the response. Kathleen Sullivan. Scott M. Thanks so much for all of
your help! Thx Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email.
Get more stuff like this from TodaysMower. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. To
order by phone, contact us at You are using an outdated browser. Please upgrade your browser
to improve your experience and security. Goodbye gas. Hello convenience. Features Low
Maintenance No belts, spark plugs, or filters. Battery Operated Fully electric mower with zero
emissions. Up to 2 Hours of Runtime Up to 2 acres per charge. Cruise Control and Quiet Cutting
For user convenience. Cutting Options Mulching, side discharge, and bagging bagger sold

separately. Warranty 3 Year. Rated 5 out of 5 by happyman from Make a chore a joy I purchased
this mower to reduce the time that I had to spend mowing the lawn I had no idea that I would
have so much enjoyment using it. I hop on with my music playing on my headphones and go.
The mower is quiet enough that I don't have to turn my music up too loud and it isn't invasive
on everyone else in their outdoor time. The best part of this mower is that when I get off, I can
literally go and do whatever else I want since I don't smell like exhaust from a small engine!
And, if you are unsure of whether it can do the job or not, I assure you that this mower delivers
just as great of a trim to the lawn as a gas rider. Date published: Rated 3 out of 5 by Dlagro from
Prefer the feel and foot operation of hydrostatic Purchased a new Ryobi ah Riding Mower. I like
the thought of electric, but this machine could use some more refinement. You have to flip the
switch constantly to go from forward to reverse. The mower will not switch directions until
completely stopped, so when mowing back and fourth, it becomes more of a chore operating
the accelerator, the brake and the direction switch all simultaneously. It has strong power and
cuts nicely. Assembly of the mower went smoothly because the instructions were clear.
Operation of the mower was also easy because the instructions and the design were clear. We
have a 1 acre property and the mower cuts the lawn with time left on the battery to spare. The
only issue was that on the second time using the mower the front tire received a puncture from
a plant shrub and the steering wheel started to squeak when turning. We were able to patch the
tire with a repair kit. Maybe the tires need to be more durable, otherwise it is a great mower and
we highly recommend it. Sent away for repair which took months and was happy to finally get it
back but only used it twice before the electronic brake switch had issues. Now I gotta find a way
to haul this expensive machine that won't move and has only been used a total of 4 times over
the past 2 mowing seasons back to the repair shop To my great surprise, the Home Depot had
completely assembled the mower so all I had to do was connect the battery and the safety seat
switch and wait for the overnight charge. Mowed today and absolutely loved everything about
this mower!! Fast, clean cut. My wife said I am like a little kid! I am a really big gut 6'3" LBS. I
wonder if there is a seat with armrests or add on armrests? Because my backyard slopes so
much it feels as if I might fall out of the seat!! So far it has performed very well for me. It's
definitely pricey but I sure hate changing oil, so I'm happy with the purchase. I also purchased a
Brinkly trailer from HD and it works great. It came in very handy after some big storms left my
yard full of tree debris. I even helped my neighbors with their yards. I read a lot of reviews,
watched videos and went back and forth on buying this mower over a gas rider. I don't regret
the purchase. If I do run into any problems, I will try to update the review. Overall I like the
mower and would recommend it. No sure about "wet cell" batteries. Not happy I had to buy it
from HD. Wanted a "sales and Service" dealer. I have 2 acres just wanted this machine to mow 1
acre. Use my gas mower for the rough 2nd acre. Really believe in the battery powered yard
tools. This unit runs good and mowed my 1 acre of real, some high, grass. Turns tight, maybe I
need a seat belt to not fall off. Rate it a 4 because I hope Ryobi will keep improving this
machine. Better batteries, control panel around steering post. Some suspension. Selling at a
real lawn mower "sales and Service". I love the battery power and almost no maintenance to
speak of. Extremely quiet to cut, no hearing protection needed. I have a full acre that is a rough
in spots, this rider can be jarring more than my others but you get used to it and cut slower in
the rough areas. Overall I'm very satisfied and actually look forward to cutting grass now. Three
years This product is covered by a 3-year limited warranty. Learn More Register Product. Go To
Parts Store. Related Products. Related Projects. Ron Skotnicki. Put the power to clean in your
hands. Your opinion is important to us! You asked, we delivered. Power through the toughest
2008 chevy malibu headlight wiring harness
68 chevy truck wiring diagram
p0522 dodge charger
grease fittings with 10, PSI and 7. Reach tight areas with the 30 in. Pump up to 19 cartridges per
charge, and gauge how much grease is left in the tube with the plunger rod markings. Each tool
is uniquely engineered with cutting edge innovation and smart technology. Our lightweight,
portable band saw delivers cutting power directly to the jobsite and is designed to cut wood,
metal, or plastic. It has a 2. Combining superior power and runtime, the new 40V HP Brushless
Tools deliver the performance of gas with cordless convenience. These tools are optimized to
deliver longer run times and more work per charge, with an ergonomic design for comfort
during extended use without compromising on performance. You are using an outdated
browser. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience and security. Learn More.
Chain Saws. Cleaning Tools. Combo Kits. Hedge Trimmers. Pressure Washers. Snow Blowers.
Metalworking Tools. Plumbing Tools. Tile Tools. Woodworking Tools. Featured Products.

